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4. THE DISTRIBUTION (m2+P ± i0)-1 
We consider for the moment the one-dimensional distribution ln(k+iO). 
It is defined by: 
In (k+iO) = lim In (k+is) =In Jkl +i:n8( -k). 
,__,. + 0 
Differentiation of this distribution to k yields: 
(4.1) k 1 .0 = lim -k 1 . = ddkln lkl-inb(k). + 1 e-->-+0 + u: 
The functional :k In Jkl can be reduced as follows: 
<tkln JkJ, ~(k)) =-<In JkJ, ~'(k)> =-:[In JkJ :P'(k)dk = 
lim f lnJkl~'(k)dk= 
,__,. + 0 lkl >• 
- lim [In Jkl cp(k) ~-· +lnJkJ:f (k) I"" - f ~~) dk] =lim f ~(k) dk. 
e-->-+0 -oo +• lkl>e e-->-0 lkl>• k 
Hence 
(4.2) k 1 .0 = lim -k 1 . = -k1 - nib(k) +I e-->-+0 +Je 
and in the same way 
(4.3) -k 1 .-0 = lim -k 1 . = -k1 + nib(k) 
- 1 ·- + 0 - 18 
where the distribution <Ifk, ~(k)) has to be conceived as a principal 
value of Cauchy. 
This well known result can be generalized for the distribution 
(m2+P(k) ± i0)-1, 
where P(k) is some real quadratic form in k1, k2, ... , kn. 
Since we need it here only for P(k)=k12+k22+k32-ko2=x2-k02, we 
shall confine our considerations to this case. We define the distribution 
(m2+P ± iO).< for ReA.> -1 by: 
(4.4) (m2+P ± iO)i. = (m2+P)+i.+e±ni.i (m2+P)_J. 
(4.9) 
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with 
(4.5) (m2+P)" = f (m2+P)" for m 2 +P;;;,O 
+ l 0 for m 2 +P<0 
and 
(4.6) (m2 +P)~ = ( 0 for m 2 +P> 0 l ( -m2-P)" for m2+P.;;;:O. 
It is clear that the functional ((m2+P ± iO)", ({;(k)) is an analytic function 
of A for Re A> - I. 
The distribution (m2+P ± iO)" with ReA< -lis defined by the analytic 
continuation of ((m2 +P ± iO)", T(k)) as function of the complex variable A.. 
This analytic continuation will be obtained by the analytic continuation 
of ((m2+P), T) and ((m2+P)-;., g;). 
For ReA> -1 we may write: 
(4. 7) ((m2+P)+", ({;) = f (m2+P)" ({;(k)dk. 
m'+P;;;.o 
It is also clear that ((m2 +P)/, ~)is an analytic function of A for ReA.> -1. 
We introduce again polar coordinates for k~, k2 and k3 : ki = UOJi, i = 1, 2, 3, 
r.=Vk12+k22+ka2 and instead of ko we take 
Q = r.,2-ko2+m2 or ko = ± Vr.2+m2-Q; 
hence dk1 dk2 dk3 dko= =F t(r.2+m2-Q)-! r.2 dr. dQ dQ, where dQ IS the 
surface element on the unit sphere in (k1, k2 , ka)-space. 
Substitution into ( 4. 7) yields: 
where the integration to dQ has been carried out and; is defined by (3.17). 
The right hand side of (4.8) may be written for ReA> -1 as: 
((m2+P)/·, ({;)= 
=t s ["·r·Q"{'~(r., +Vr.2+m2-Q)- ~(r., +Vr.2+m2))dQJ r.2dr.+ 
o o V r.2 + m2 - Q V x2 + m2 f 
+t s [ ,·r·Q"{~(r., -Vr.2+m2-Q)- ~(r., -Vr.2+m2)}aQJ r.2dr.+ 
o o V r.2 + m2 - Q V r.2 + m2 
1 ""(r.2 +m2)-'+1 " " 
+ t- S {g;(r., +Vr.2+m2+cp(r., -Vr.2+m2)}r.2 dr.. 
A.+ 1 o Vr.2+ m2 
(4.11) 
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The first two terms are analytic functions of A for Re A> - 2, while the 
third term is an analytic function of A for all values of A except A= - 1, 
where it has a simple pole. 
Hence the distribution ((m2+P)+\ ~)is defined for ReA> -2 by (4.9) 
with the exception of A= -1; the distribution (m2 +P)+" does not exist 
for A= -1, since ((m2 +P)+", ~) has a pole in A= -1. According to 
(3.15) and (3.16) the residue in this pole equals (o(m2+P), (/;). 
The Laurent expansion of ((m2+P)+", (/;) in the neighbourhood of the 
point A= -1 is: 
where the distribution ((m2+P)+-1, ~) is defined by: 
((m2+P)+-1, ~) = 
Needless to remark that the distribution (m2 + P)+ - 1 is not the distribution 
(m2+P)+" for A= -1, but ((m2+P)+ -1, ~)is the value of the regular part 
of the Laurent-expansion of ((m2+P)+", (/;) in the point A= -1. 
The Laurent expansion of ((m2 +P)-", ~) for A in the neighbourhood 
of the point A= -1 can be found in the same way. 
For ReA> -1 we may write: 
((m2+P)-",~)= f (-m2-P)"~(k)dk= f Q"~(k)dk 
m'+P;;>O Q ~0 
with Q= -m2-P=ko2-u2-m2. 
We introduce again the new coordinates ki='XWi, i= 1, 2, 3 with 
dk1 dlc2 dk3 = u2 du dQ integrating with respect to dQ yields: 
((m2+P)-", ~) = f Q"~(u, k0 ) u2d" dko. 
Q ~0 
Instead of u we use now the coordinate Q with u=Vko2-Q-m2 and 
du = - !dQ /V k02- Q- m2; hence we obtain: 
-m +oo 
{ 
((m2+P)-", ~) = H f + f }dko · 
(4.12} -oo +m 
· [ k,'[m'Q"~{V~ko--=-2 --__,Q,.-----m--=2 , ko)Vko2-Q-m2 dQ]. 
(4.13) 
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The right hand side of ( 4.12) may be written for Re A.> - 1 as: 
-m +oo 
((m2+P)-A, (j) = H J + J }dko • 
-oo +m 
~-~ - -
· [ J Ql{(j(Vko2 -Q-m2, koWko2 -Q- m 2 -(j(Vko2 -m2, ko) Vko2-m2} dQ] + 
0 
1 -m +oo -;;;: 
+ i-- { J + J }(ko2-m2)l+1Vko2-m2q; (Vko2 -m2 , ko) dko. 
A+ 1 -oo +m 
After substitution of ko = ± V u2 + m2 the second term is reduced to 
and we obtain for Re A.> -1 
The right hand side of (4.13) is an analytic function of A. for ReA> -2 
with the exception of the point A= -1, where it has a simple pole. According 
to (3.15) and (3.16) the residu in this pole equals (t5(m2+P), (j(k)). 
The right hand side of (4.13) gives the analytic continuation of 
((m2+P)-\ ~ in the region of ReA> -2. 
The Laurent exp~nsion of ((m2+P)-A, ~) in the neighbourhood of the 
point A= - 1 runs as follows: 
. ~ 1 ~ (4.14) ((m2+P)-A, q;)= (A.+ l) (t5(m2+P), q;)+((m2+P)--1, q;)+O(A.+ 1) 
where ((m2+P)_.-1, ~)is again the value of the regular of ((m2+P)-\ ~) 
with A= -l. The distribut;on ((m2+P)--1, ~) is defined by: 
((m2+P)-A,(j) = 
-m +oo A 
= H J + J } q;(Vko2-m2, ko) Vko2-m2·log (ko2 -m2)dko-
-oo +m 
-m +oo -m' ( 4.15) 
-H J + J }dko[ J (m2+P)-1. 
-oo +m -k0' 
·{~(Vko2 +P, ko}Vko2 +P-;(Vko2 -m2 , ko)Vko2 -m2 }dP]. 
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The Laurent expansion of 
((m2+P+i0)'\ ~)=((m2+P)/, ~)+e"li((m2+P)-'\ ~) 
in the neighbourhood of A= - 1 can now easily be obtained by aid of 
(4.10) and (4.14). 
The poles of ((m2+P)±l, ~) cancel each other and the result is: 
((m2+P+i0)'\ ~) = ((m2+P)+-1-(m2+P)--1,~)-
-ni(<5(m2+P), ~) +0(A+ 1). 
Thus ((m2+P+iO)l, ~)is an analytic function of A in the neighbourhood 
of A= -1 and for A= -1 we get the result: 
(4.16) ((m2+P+i0)-1, ~) =((m2+P)+ -1_ (m2+P)- -1, ~) -ni(<5(m2+P), ~) 
where the distributions ((m2+P)± -1, ~)are defined by (4.11) and (4.15). 
In order to reduce the right hand side of (4.16) further we consider 
once again the distributions ((m2+P)-1, ~). 
The right hand side of ( 4.11) can be reduced as follows : 
((m2+P)+ -1, ~)=! jlogV (x2+ m2) {;(x, + Vx2+m2)+;(x, -Vx2+m2)}x2dx+ 
o x2 + m2 
= l lim [ f x2dx [ f (m2 + P)-1 { ;(x, + ~) + ~(x, - VXLP) } dP + 
•-++O o -m'+• Vx2 -P 
By virtue of (3.15) and (3.16) we get finally: 
( 
[ 
00 ... 
((m2 + P)± -1, ~) = lim ! f x2dx f (m2 + P)-1 
e-++0 0 -m'+• 
(4.17) A A --
• { cp(x, +VXLP) +cp(x, -Vx2-P)} dP+ log e(<5(m2+P), ~>]· 
Vx2 -P 
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We can reduce in the same way equation (4.15). 
f ((m2+P)--1, ~) = 
-m +oo -
=H( f + f )~(Vko2 -m2,ko)Vko2 -m2 log (ko2 -m2)dko}-
-oo +m 
-t lim [(-V]'+'+ f )dko[ -f-·(m2+P)-1;(Vko2 +P,ko)· 
e--++0 -oo + Vm2+e -ko?. 
· Vko2+P dP-log 8 .;(Vko2 -m2, ko)Vko2-m2]l-
(4.18) -m +oo :;:::: 
-H( f + f ) ip(Vko2-m2 , ko)Vko2-m21og (ko2 -m2)dk0} 
-oo +m 
and hence 
((m2+P)--1, ~) = 
_~ 
=- lim [t(- Vs'+• + f )dko(J-•(m2 +P)-1~(Vko2 + P, ko) · 
e-++0 -oo + Vm?.+e -k02 
Vko2+PdP} -log 8· (o(m2+P), ~) J . 
Combining (4.17) and (4.18) we obtain finally: 
((m+P)+ -1_ (m2+P)- -1, ~) = lim t f u2d'X f (m2+P)-1. [ 00 "' 
e-+ +O 0 -m2 +e 
(4.19) { :;;:( + V~P) +A"{ V~P) } - Vm'+e oo . IP "' u - IP u, - u - dP + t( f + f )dko . 
Vu2 -P -oo + Vm'+• 
{ -~(' (m2+P)-1;(Vko2+P, ko)Vko2 +P aP}J. 
However, the right hand side of ( 4.19) is nothing else than 
lim f (m2+P)-1 cP(k)dk 
e--+ +O 1m'+ PI >e 
and hence: 
(4.20) 
where the distribution (1/(m2+P), ~(k)) has to be considered as the Cauchy 
principal value of 
s ~(k) dk. 
m2 +P 
Combining equations (4.16) and {4.20) we obtain: 
(4.21) ((m2+P+i0)-1, ~(k)) = ( _ 1 _, ~(k) ""'/ -ni(o(m2+P), ~(k)). 
"m2 +P 
36 Series A 
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We have, of course, in the same way the relation: 
(4.22) ((m2+P-i0)-1, (i(k))= (_1_, (p(k)/"" +ni(t5(m2+P), ~(k)). 
'-m2 +P 
The formulae (4.21) and (4.22) are generalizations of the one-dimensional 
formulae: 
(4.2) (4.3) ((k±i0)-1, (p(k)) = <~' (i(k) > =f ni(t5(k), (i(k)). 
From ( 4.21) and ( 4.22) it follows that 
(4.23) ( 1 , (p(k) ""'/ = !((m2 +P +i0)-1, (p(k)) + !((m2 +P -i0)-1, (i(k)) 
'-m2 +P 
and l (t5(m2+P), (p(k))= (4.24) 1 ~ 1 ~ 
= -2 . ((m2 + P- i0)-1, IJ?(k))- -2 . ((m2+P+i0)-1, IJ?(k)). n1 n1 
To obtain Lorentz invariant solutions of the homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous Klein-Gordon equat;on we have to determine a.o. Fourier 
transforms of 1/(m2+P) and t5(m2 +P). This can be done by aid of the 
Fourier transform of (m2 + P ± i0)-1; therefore we shall turn now our atten-
tion to the Fourier transform of the distributions ( m2 + P ± iO )-1. This Fourier 
transform will be determined by aid of the method oflit. 5. Vol1. Chapter III. 
5. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF (m2+P ± i0)-1 
5.1. The Fourier transform of (m2 +~).t 
Let D be a positive definite quadratic form in k. The Fourier transform 
of (m2+D)A with ReA< -2 is 
+oo 
(5.1) F[(m2+D).t] = f (m2+D)A ei(x,k>dk 
-00 
where 
(5.2) 
We write Din the form: 
8 
(5.3) D = (k, Gk) = I grskr ks 
r,B=O 
where G denotes the matrix of the coefficients grs· 
Making a transformation k=Tk' to principal axes, the quadratic form 
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D can be written as: 
D = (k, Gk) = (k', T*GTk') = (k', k') 
where the matrix T* is the adjoint of the matrix T. 
T* G T = 1 and ITI2 = 1/IGI, where ITI and IGI are the determinants of 
the matrices T resp. G. 
Hence 
1 +co 
F[(m2+D)-'] =--= J {m2+ (k', k')Y ei(T*x,k'ldk' 
v'IGI -co 
1 +co 
= --= J {m2 + (k', k') }-' ei(x' ,k'ldk' 
v'IGI-co 
with x' =T*x. 
It is clear, that F[(m2 +D)-'] depends only on the length lx'l of the four-
vector x'. Taking x'=(lx'l, 0, 0, 0}, we obtain: 
(5.4) 
To reduce further the right hand side of (5.4) we introduce spherical 
coordinates : 
k1' = " cos cp1, k2' = "sin cp1 cos cp2, ka' = "sin cp1 sin cp2 cos cpa 
and ko' = "sin cp1 sin cp2 sin cpa. 
x2 = (k', k') = k1'2 + k2'2 + ka'2 + ko'2 and dk' = ua sin2 cp1 dx dcp1 d!J, where 
dQ is the surface element of the unity sphere in Ra. 
Performing the integration to Q we obtain: 
Using the following integral relations for Bessel function: 
f e1'"'''" cos '~'• sin2 cp1 d cp1 = ~J1(xlx'l) 
o xlx'l 
and 
where h is the Bessel function of the first kind and K 2 +.< the modified 
Be~sel-function (see lit. 14), we get the result: 
2n2 (2m)H2 1 (5.5) F[(m2+D)-'] = v'IGI JX'i F(-A)K-<+2 (mlx'l). 
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Since x' =T*x, we have 
3 
lx'l2 = (x', x') = (x, T T*x) = (x, G-1 x) = I grsxrX8 • 
r.s~o 
Hence lx'l2 is a positive definite quadratic form, whose coefficients form 
a matrix which is the inverse of the matrix of the coefficients of the 
positive quadratic form D. 
Putting 
3 
(5.6) lx'l2 = I grsxrXs = E 
r. s~o 
we obtain finally 
2:n:2 (2m) "+2 l (5.7) F[(m2+D)"]=VIGI Et T(-J..)KA+ 2(mEt). 
By aid of the principle of analytic continuation one proves easily that 
this result, obtained for Re). < -2, is also valid for all other complex 
values of A. 
We have derived formula (5.7) with the assumption that Dis a positive 
definite quadratic form. 
The left and right hand side of ( 5. 7) is also an analytic function of the 
coefficients grs, belonging to the quadratic form D, and this is true for 
those ranges of gr8 , where D is positive definite. 
We continue now the left and right hand side of (5.7) analytically with 
respect to the coefficients gr8 into those ranges of complex values of gr8 , 
where the so obtained new quadratic form!» has either a positive definite 
or a negative definite imaginary part. 
The function !!.&" is defined as 
( 5.8) !!.&" = If» I" exp (J..i arg !!.&) with 0 < arg !» < :n: or - :n: < arg !» < 0. 
The function !!.&" has a cut along the negative real axis of the complex 
!»-plane. 
Using again the principle of analytic continuation, we have for the 
complex quadratic forms !» and all values of ). the formula: 
where 1~1 is the discriminant of the quadratic form !!.&. 
tff is a quadratic form in x, whose coefficients form a matrix which is 
the inverse of the matrix of the coefficients of !». 
When !» has a positive or negative definite imaginary part, tff has a 
negative respectively positive definite imaginary part; when !» itself is 
positive or negative definite, tff is also positive respectively negative 
definite. 
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Hence the function tffl, appearing in formula (5.9) has a cut along the 
negative real axis of the complex iff-plane. 
5.2 The Fourier transforms of (m2+P ± i0)-1, (m2+P)-1 and t5(m2+P) 
In section 4 we have defined the distribution (m2 +P ± iO)"'. 
For ReA.> -1 we have: 
(4.4) 
For other values of A. the distribution (m2+P ± iO)"' is defined by the 
analytical continuation of <(m2 +P ± iO)\ ({;(k)) with respect to A.. 
Another method to define the distribution (m2+P ± iO)"' is as follows; 
for Re A.~O we define (m2+P ± iO)"' as 
(5.10) (m2+P ± iO)"' = lim (m2+P ± iePd 
<--+ +O 
where P1 is the positive definite quadratic form k12+k22+k32+k02 and 
where (m2+P ± iePI)"' is defined as 
lm2+P ± ieP1I"' exp {A.i arg (m2 +P ± ieP1)} 
with 0~ arg(m2+P+ieP1)<n and -n<arg(m2 +P-ieP1)~0. 
For other values of A. the distribution (m2 +P ± iO)"' is defined as the 
analytical continuation of 
lim <(m2+P ± iePI)"', ({;(k))with respect to A.. 
<--+ +O 
The right hand sides of the formulae (4.4) and (5.10) are equal to each 
other for Re A.~ 0 and hence due to the principle of analytic continuation 
both definitions of the distribution (m2 +P ± iO)"' are equivalent. 
For the complex quadratic form ~ we take !?fi = D + ieD1, where D is 
an arbitrary non-degenerate real quadratic form and D1 the positive 
definite quadratic form k12+k22+k32+k02. 
Substituting this· into (5.9) and letting consecutively e go to ± 0, we 
obtain due to the continuity of the Fourier transformation: 
(5.11) F[( 2 D "O)"'] = 4n2 2"'+I .<+z K.<+z{m(E=t=iO)l} 
m + ± 1 Vl~±l F(- A.) m (E=t=iO)l!A+2l 
The matrix of the coefficients of E is of course again the inverse of the 
matrix of the coefficients of D. 
In particular we take now A.= - 1 and D = k12 + k22 + k32- k02 = P. 
Hence 
(5.12) 
and 
(5.13) 1~±1 = (1 ± i0)3 ( -1 ± iO) = e±'". 
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Putting (5.12) and (5.13) into (5.11) we get finally the result: 
( 5.14) F[(m2 + P ± i0)-1] = + 4n2 i m K1 ~~(~ ~~~)t} 
By aid of (4.23) and (4.24) we obtain: 
(5.15) F[s( 2 P)] = 2 [Kl{m(Q+iO)t} K1{m(Q-iO)l}J 
u m + nm (Q+iO)t + (Q-iO)l 
(5.16) [ 1 J _ 2 . [K1{m(Q+iO)l} _ K1{m(Q:-iO)l}J F m2 + p - 2n 1m (Q+iO)l (Q-IO)t . 
In the special case that m = 0, we find by taking the limit for m going 
to zero: 
[ 1 1 J 4n (5.17) F[t5(P)] = 2n Q+iO + Q-iO = Q 
(5.18) F[~] = 2n2i[Q~iO- Q~iOJ = 4n3t5(Q). 
Since (Q ± iO)l has a cut along the negative axis of the complex Q-plane 
we have: 
(Q ± iO)i = Ql for Q>O and (Q ± iO)l = e±<nl2li ( -Q)l for Q<O. 
Using the relations: 
K1(z eH"121 ) = -!nH1<2> (z) = -inJI(z)+iinYI(z) 
K1(z e-H"121 ) = -!nH1<1> (z) = -!nJI(z)-iinYI(z) 
where H1 (i) is the Hankel- and Y1 the Neumann-function, we can also 
write: 
(5.19) F[t5(m2 +P)]=4nmK1 ~Ql)for Q>O, i.e. outside the light-cone 
and 
(5.20) F[t5(m2+P)] = in2m H1<2>{m( -Q)~~-Q~1<1>{m( -Q)l} for Q<O, 
i.e. inside the light-cone. 
It follows from (5.15) that for small values of IQI 
( 1 1 ) 4n (5.21) F[t5(m2 +P)] = 2n Q+iO + Q-iO +O(ln IQI) = Q +0(1n IQI) 
where the distribution (1/Q, <p(x)) is taken in the sense of a principal value. 
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Hence for any testfunction rp(x) we may write: 
(5.22) 
In the same way we find 
( 5.23) F [ m2 ~ p J = 0 for Q > 0, 1.e. outside the light cone 
(5.24) ( F[m2~p]=-(~~tJl{m(-Q)t} forQ<O, 
i.e. inside the light cone. 
For small values of IQI we have 
(5.25) ( F [ m2 ~ p] = 2n2i [Q~io- Q~iOJ +0 (ln IQI) = 
= 4n3 b(Q) +0 (ln IQI). 
Thus we may write: 
(5.26) 
or 
( 
/ [ 1 -J ~ _ 3 h{m( -Q)t} 
" F 2 . p , rp(x)/ -- 2n m f ( Qt) rp(x)dx+ (5.27) " m + Q<o -
+ 4n3( b(Q), rp(x)). 
F[1fm2+P] is an analytic function of x inside the light cone, it vanishes 
outside the light cone and on the light cone it is highly singular, where 
it must be con~idered as the distribution 4n3 b(Q). 
Having obtained the Fourier transforms of the distributions c5(m2 + P) 
and 1/(m2+P), we have still only to determine the Fourier transforms 
of the distributions c5±(m2 +P); this will be done in the next chapter. 
6. THE FouRIER TRANSFORM OF O±(m2 +P) 
6.1 Lemma 
To determine the Fourier transforms of the distributions o+(m2 +P) 
we need a lemma, which is formulated as follows: 
Let g(u1, u2, ... , Un, wo)=g(ul, u2, ... , Un, uo+iv0) be holomorphic in the 
upper halfplane v0 > 0 or in the lower halfplane v0 < 0 for any set of real 
values (u1, u2, ... , un)· . 
g(u1, U2, ... , Un, uo+ivo) is assumed for any vo =I 0 to be absolutely 
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integrable over any finite reg)on of the space Rn+l of the variables 
U1, U2, ... , Un, Uo. 
There exist a positive constant 0 and positive integers p1, p2, ... , Pn, po, 
the latter independent of Vo, such that for sufficiently large values of 
u.g (i=1, 2, ... , n, 0) the function g(u1, u2, ... , Un, uo+ivo) is majorated as: 
n 
lg(u1, u2, ... Un, uo+ivo)I<O{ IT {1+u.g2)Pi}luo+ivo1Po. 
i-1 
When it is further assumed that lim g(u1, u2, ... Un, uo+ivo) exists in 
'Vo~±o 
the distributional sense, then lim g(u1, u2, ... un, uo+ivo) is the (n+ 1)-
,, ..... ±o 
dimensional Fourier transform of a distribution f±(xl, x2, ... , Xn, xo) which 
vanishes for Xo < 0 respectively xo > 0. 
Proof 
Assume g(u1, u2, ... Un, wo) holomorphic in the upper halfplane vo>O. 
According to the assumptions there exist positive integers P1>P2, ... pn,po, 
independent of vo, such that the function 
n 
h(u1,u2, ... ,un,uo+ivo) = { IT (1 +u.g2)-Pi-1}(uo+ivo)-Po-2g(u1···un,uo+ivo) 
i-1 
is absolutely integrable over the whole space Rn+l for any value of v0 > 0. 
We consider now the integral: 
1 +oo +oo +oo 
(2n)n+l _t ... _t _t e-1{x1u1+· .. +x,.u,.+xo(uo+ivo)}h(ul, U2, ... , Un, uo+ivo)· 
du1du2 ... dunduo = 
Since the function h is holomorphic in the upper halfplane v0 > 0, this 
integral is independent of vo and vanishes for xo < 0. We denote this 
integral by f+ *(xi> x2, ... , Xn, xo) and hence 
Applying to e-"o"'o f+*(xb x2, ... Xn, xo) the operator 
{ n ( 02 )Pi+l} D = !X 1 - oxi2 , we obtain 
or 
g(u1, u2, ... Un, uo+ivo) = F [ ( i 0~0 +ivo )Po+2 e-voxoDf+ *(x1, X2, ... ,Xn, xo)J • 
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Taking the limit for vo -+ + 0 we get due to the continuity of the Fourier 
transformation: 
(6) 
Since f+* vanishes for Xo<O, lim g(u1, ... un, uo+ivo) is the Fouierr 
,,__,. +O 
transform of a distribution vanishing for xo < 0. 
One can prove in the same way that the distributional limit of a function, 
holomorphic in the lower halfplane, for Vo -+ - 0 is the Fourier transform 
of a distribution vanishing for Xo > 0. 
It may be remarked that in the case of distributions defined on (000 ) 
functions with compact support one can omit in the lemma the assumption 
of the existence of the distributional limit lim g(u1, Uz, ... un, uo+ivo); 
,, ...... ±0 
the latter follows then easily from the existence of the limit in the right 
hand side of formula (6); one has again the result that 
lim g(ur, uz, ... Un, uo+ivo) 
,,__,. ±0 
is the Fourier transform of a distribution vanishing for xo < 0 respective]y 
xo > 0. (See lit. 16.) 
Since we consider distributions defined on S(R4) and since we do not 
need the lemma in this more general form, we content ourselves here 
with the above proven simplified form of the lemma. 
(To be continued) 
